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Abstract This paper uses the peridynamic theory, which is well-suited to
crack studies, to predict the crack patterns in a moving disk and classify them
according to the modes and finally perform regression analysis. In that way,
the crack patterns are obtained according to each mode by Molecular Dynamic
(MD) simulation using the peridynamics. Image classification and regression
studies are conducted through Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and the
neural processes. First, we increased the amount and quality of the data using
peridynamics, which can theoretically compensate for the problems of the finite
element method (FEM) in generating crack pattern images. Second, we did the
case study for the PMB, LPS, and VES models that were obtained using the
peridynamic theory. Case studies were performed to classify the images using
CNNs and determine the PMB, LBS, and VES models’ suitability. Finally, we
performed the regression analysis for the images of the crack patterns with
neural processes to predict the crack patterns. In the regression problem, by
representing the results of the variance according to the epochs, it can be
confirmed that the result of the variance is decreased by increasing the epoch
numbers through the neural processes. Therefore, the result of the training
gradually improves, and the ranges of the variance are reduced to less than
0.035. The most critical point of this study is that the neural processes make
an accurate prediction even if there are missing or insufficient training data.
The results show that if the context points are set to 10, 100, 300, and 784, the
training information is deliberately omitted such as context points of 10, 100,
and 300, and the predictions are different when context points are significantly
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lower. However, when comparing the results of context points 100 and 784,
the predicted results appear to be very similar to each other because of the
Gaussian processes in the neural processes. Therefore, if the training data is
trained through the neural processes, the missing information of training data
can be supplemented to predict the results.
Keywords Neural Processes · Peridynamics · Crack patterns · Molecular
dynamic simulation · Machine learning · Gaussian process regression ·
Convolutional neural networks
1 Introduction
A significant problem to solve in solid mechanics is associated primarily with
the construction of discontinuities in areas that do not exist. A typical example
of the formation of discontinuities is a mechanical component failure due to
cracking and breakage caused by a dynamic load, high-temperature gradient,
shock, explosion, etc. Occasionally, due to human negligence and mistakes in
daily life, people’s possessions are damaged causing a breakdown. In addition,
automobile accidents can cause cracks in the car body. Likewise, in the DOE
(Department of Energy), the blades of the thermoelectric power plant and wind
power plant can form cracks due to the influence of high temperature or wind,
and nuclear reactors are damaged by nuclear fission. Research on the cause of
damage to objects with motility is actively underway. Many studies on fracture
utilize the Finite Element Method (FEM). However, FEM has a fatal error.
First, the FEM is calculated based on partial differential equations, but there
are no partial derivatives on the crack surface. Also, only the approximate
solution can be obtained in the calculation of the FEM; the result depends on
the mesh, and the user errors can destroy the results.
To compensate for these defects, we used peridynamics. peridynamic theory
was first introduced by S. Silling [1,2,3]. By applying integral equations di-
rectly to the surface of the crack, peridynamics can compensate for the absence
of partial derivatives and compensate for the fatal error of the FEM. From this
point of view, peridynamics is the most appropriate theory for studying cracks
or damage. peridynamic theory is applied not only to cracks but also to various
materials in which cracks are generated such as membranes and nanofiber [4],
composites, and brittle materials [5] and prediction of viscoelastic materials
[6]. The MD simulation tools of LAMMPS [7] and Peridigm [8] are based on
peridynamic theory and have been used extensively in crack research, espe-
cially in the application of various material properties to crack simulations.
For instance, PMB [9], LPS [10], and VES [11] models are set up in the MD
simulation tool. However, the MD simulation produces remarkable increasing
computational times as its size increases.
One way to diminish computational cost is to apply deep learning meth-
ods. In recent years, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has been shown
to provide better performance and accuracy than classic fully connected net-
works, particularly for highly structured data applications such as peridynamic
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models [12]. These networks have the advantage of being able to pre-train,
learn the data sets generated from highly accurate models based on peridy-
namic theory, and encode the process of the model into a neural network.
This approximate model can be used to produce immediate results through
the training and testing process. Our novel contribution in the present study
is three-fold:
1. Neural processes (NPs) [13] are employed to predict and quantiy the uncer-
tainties for crack patterns. NPs combine both the advantages of a neural
network and the advantages of a Gaussian process with the data obtained
from peridynamic theory. We demonstrate through numerical results that
NPs can greatly improve the efficiency of computation during the training
and evaluation resulting in faster and more accurate results.
2. We demonstrate that NPs can quantify the uncertainties for predicting
crack patterns. Through the training process, the variance was greatly
reduced as increasing the epoch number, which indicate the convergence
in the hyperparameter estimation of NPs. It can serve as a good indicator
on when the training process is finished.
3. Finally, in this study, CNN and neural processes are applied based on the
data obtained from the peridynamic theory. We are able to enhance the
peridynamic theory even more precisely through the case study for the
characteristic of materials. By applying NPs, we can speed up the calcu-
lation speed using the trained data and finally reduce the computational
cost.
This paper is constituted as follows. In section 2, we will briefly discuss peri-
dynamic models (PMB, LPS, VES). This study used the neural processes in-
corporating a gaussian process into a neural network in order to be predictable
despite the loss of input data information. Section 3 will introduce the neural
processes. In Section 4, we will explain how to obtain input data for training
using three peridynamic models. Finally, in section 5, we will determine how
well input data obtained from three peridynamic models are predicted through
CNNs, and we will use the neural processes to infer the value of variance as the
epoch increases and examine how accurate it is predicted through the neural
processes.
2 The peridynamic model (PMB, LPS, VES)
In peridynamics, all points in the material are connected by bonds. Fig. 1
shows the composition of the peridynamic model. Suppose that there is an
x in the whole body. When we denote the circle with radius is δ (horizon)
centered on x, all the points in it are connected, and this is called the family
of x. Therefore, peridynamics is the continuation of the classical continuum
mechanics. The most crucial point of peridynamics is that it uses an integral
equation. In contrast, FEM uses the partial differential equation for crack anal-
ysis. However, there are no partial derivatives on the crack surface. Therefore,
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Fig. 1 The composition of peridynamic model.
peridynamics can solve the absence of partial derivatives by applying inte-
gral equations directly to the surface of the crack. From this point of view,
peridynamics is the most appropriate theory for studying cracks or damage.
The following is the equation of motion based on the peridynamic model. The
results are as follows.
ρ(x) u¨(x, t) =
∫
Fx
T (u(x′, t)− u(x, t), x′ − x) dVx′ + b(x, t), t ≥ 0 (1)
The left term represents the equation of motion, ρ represents the mass density,
and u¨ indicates the acceleration. In the right term, Fx is the family of x, T
is the pairwise force function of the bond which connects point x and x′. u
is the displacement of the point x according to the time domain. Finally, b
represents the external body force density. The following definitions of ζ and
η are needed to define the conservation of linear momentum and conservation
of angular momentum. ζ is the position vector in the initial arrangement and
η is the relative displacement vector.
ζ = x′ − x (2)
η = u′ − u (3)
ζ + η indicates the current relative position vector between the points. The T
function follows the two properties:
T (−η,−ζ) = −T (η, ζ) ∀η, ζ (4)
(ζ + η)× T (η, ζ) = 0 ∀η, ζ (5)
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Eq. (4) and (5) represent the conservation of linear momentum and the conser-
vation of angular momentum respectively. Conditions of T satisfy the conser-
vation of linear momentum and the conservation of angular momentum. In this
study, the crack patterns were formed by applying the above-mentioned peri-
dynamic theory. PMB, LPS, and VES models were applied to do the case study
for crack patterns according to the material types. First, the PMB model is a
Prototype Micro-elastic Brittle model that is evolved from a model of isotropic
and micro-elastic. The strength of the bond depends only on bond stretch s.
The equation is as follows:
y = |ζ + η| (6)
s =
|ζ + η| − |ζ|
|ζ| =
y − |ζ|
|ζ| (7)
s is the bond stretch and consists of the current relative position vector between
the points and the position vector in the initial arrangement. The definition
of PMB model is as follows.
F (y(t), ζ) = g(s(t, ζ))µ(t, ζ) (8)
g(s) = cs ∀s (9)
µ(t, ζ) =
{
1, if s(t′, ζ) < s0 for all 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t
0, otherwise
(10)
The function F is a product of g and µ functions, and the g function is a
linear scalar-valued function consisting of c and s, which are spring constants
and bond stretch, respectively. The µ function, a component of the F function,
as a function of time and position vector, and has 0 and 1 depending on the
conditions in Eq. (10). If the bond stretch is less than a critical bond stretch
s0, u is 1, and otherwise, it is defined as 0. c, and s0 are as follows.
c =
18K
piδ4
(11)
s0 =
√
10G0
picδ5
=
√
5G0
9Kδ
(12)
G0 =
pics20δ
5
10
(13)
The spring constant c consists of bulk modulus K and δ (horizon boundary in
peridynamic model), while critical bond stretch s0 is a function of shear mod-
ulus G0 and horizon δ. Finally, shear modulus G0 consists of spring constant
c, and critical bond stretch s0 and horizon δ in the boundary. The scalar force
state of the PMB model is as follows:
tPMB =
1
2
18K
piδ4
||η + ζ|| − ||ζ||
||ζ|| (14)
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Finally, briefly describing the LPS and VES models, the elastic properties
of both models are defined by the bulk modulus and the shear modulus in
conjunction with the horizon boundary. However, the VES model requires
additional relaxation parameters and time constants. Based on the above de-
scription, the scalar force state of the LPS model and the VES model can be
described as follows. For the LPS model,
tLPS = −
3Kθ
m
ωx + αωed (15)
where m, θ, e and ed are weighted volume, dilatation, extension state, and
deviatoric extension state respectively. The bulk modulus is K and the shear
modulus G related term α = 15Gm [2].
tV ES = −
3Kθ
m
ωx + (α∞ + αi)ed − αiωedb(i) (16)
For the viscoelasticity model, the key constituent is the decomposition of the
scalar extension state into dilatation and deviatoric parts, as well as the ad-
ditive decomposition of the deviatoric extension state into elastic ed and back
extension edb(i) parts. α = α∞+αi and 0 < ai < 15µm [11,14].
3 The Neural Processes
This section introduces the neural processes. Neural networks are nonlinear
functions that are very easy to train. Gaussian processes [15] provide the
stochastic framework for learning the distribution of a wide range of nonlinear
functions. Thus, in limited data, Gaussian processes can capture probabilis-
tic nature and uncertainty. However, the neural networks are computationally
much more scalable than the Gaussian processes as neural networks can handle
the vast amounts of data. Therefore, The model of neural processes combines
the advantages of the neural networks and the Gaussian processes and so that
they can compensate for each other’s disadvantages. Fig. 2 represents the dia-
gram of neural processes. The process of neural processes is examined through
a diagram. The massive flow of neural processes is as follows. Information flows
from the context points through the potential space z to new predictions with
target points. z is a random variable that makes neural processes a probabilis-
tic model and captures uncertainty about the function. Once the model has
been trained, the posterior distribution of z can be used before making predic-
tions at test time. In summary, given data is largely divided into context points
and target points. It predicts y∗T using the given context and target points. To
learn more about the procedure of neural processes, first, context points pass
through the neural networks h to produce their respective representations r1,
r2, ... rc. Next, all the r’s from each context points are aggregated to obtain a
single r. This r is used to parameterize the distribution of z.
p(z|x1:c, y1:c) = N(µz(r), σ2z(r)) (17)
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Fig. 2 The diagram of the neural processes.
Finally, to obtain the prediction point y∗T , z is sampled, and the result is
concatenated with the target point x∗T to obtain a predictive distribution of
y∗T by passing through a neural network decoder (g). The inference of neural
processes is performed in the variational inference framework. Inferring the ap-
proximate posterior q(z|context, target), we can evaluate the prediction p(y∗T
|z, x∗T ). The approximate posterior q(z|context, target) is chosen for prediction
y∗T to use the neural networks h (encoder) and by using the same h, to map
the context points and the target points in order to obtain the aggregated r,
which in turn is mapped to µz and σz. Lastly, the parameters of the encoder
(h) and decoder (g) are trained by the ELBO.
ELBO = Eq(z|c,t)1
[ T∑
t=1
log p(y∗t |z, x∗t ) + log
q(z|context)
q(z|context, target)
]
(18)
The first term in brackets is the expected log-likelihood of the target set. It is
evaluated by the first sampling z ∼ q(z|context, target). The second term of the
ELBO has a normalization effect, which is a negative KL divergence between
q (z|context) and q(z|context, target). This term indicates a summary of the
contexts to be not too far from the summary of the targets.
4 Preparation of the data using the peridynamic theory and models
In this study, peridynamics was applied to obtain the crack patterns of a
moving disk and LAMMPS was used for the simulations. PMB, VES, and LPS
models were used for the case study of the peridynamic model in order to apply
1 q(z|c,t) represents the q(z|context,target).
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Fig. 3 Left side : Initial disk, Right side: Crack patterns (LPS, PMB, VES).
deep machine learning. The crack patterns were penetrated by the spherical
indenter perpendicularly to the disk moving in the x, y, and z directions. In this
study, data were obtained by changing 4 parameters. 1) Hitting points were
set by increasing and decreasing the x and y coordinates around the center
of the disk, and the disk was penetrated by the indenter evenly throughout
the cylindrical disk. 2) The parameters of velocity were changed to 100m/s
and 100.1m/s with a slight difference. The reason for this was to find out
how to classify the velocity of subtle differences when classifying the modes by
applying deep machine learning. 3) The radius of the indenter was adjusted
by 0.007m and 0.008m. 4) To obtain the crack pattern of the moving disk, not
the static disk, we changed the moving direction of disk x, y, and z.
Finally, the cylindrical disk was composed of 103,110 particles with a radius of
0.037 m and a thickness of 0.0025 m. Each particle has a volume fraction of Vi
= 1.25 x 10−10m3 and the density of the disk material is ρ = 2200 kg /m3. So
far, three changed parameters have been applied to the moving disk, and the
disk was generated by the PMB model, VES model, and LPS model for the
case study. First, to apply the PMB model, ‘peri / pbs’ pair style was used. The
pair constants for the simulations have been specified as follows: c = 1.6863 ×
1022, horizon δ equal to 0.0015001, s00 = 0.0005, and α = 0.25. c is the spring
constant for peridynamic bonds, the horizon δ is a cutoff distance for non-
local interactions, the constants s00 and α correspond to material-dependent
parameters for the critical bond stretch. Second, we used ‘peri / lps’ pair style
for the LPS model which consists of bulk modulus (K), shear modulus (G),
horizon, s00, and α. Bulk modulus (14.9 × 109), shear modulus (14.9 × 109),
horizon δ (0.0015001), s00 (0.0005) and α (0.25) were used to generate the
crack patterns of the LPS model. Finally, to set up the VES model, ‘peri /
ves’ pair style consisting of bulk modulus (K), shear modulus (G), horizon,
s00, α, m-lambdai, and m-taubi was used. m-lambdai and m-taubi represent
the viscoelastic relaxation parameter and time constant, respectively. Lastly,
we generated crack patterns for the VES model by applying the bulk modulus
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= 14.9 × 109, shear modulus = 14.9 × 109, horizon = 0.0015001, s00 = 0.0005,
α = 0.25, m-lambdai = 0.5, and m-taubi = 0.001. Dataset was created for deep
machine learning, and the models and simulation settings have been studied
for the case studies. We calculated the simulations for 1,000 time-steps in one
simulation and stored the output as a dump file, assuming that 1000 time steps
were meaningful by tuning the simulation step by step for the case model to
obtain the more sophisticated crack patterns. Finally, the pizza.py toolkit [16]
was used to change the EnSight data format to visualize the crack patterns
using the dump files, then apply it to the Paraview [17,18] tool to visualize
the crack patterns. In Fig. 3, the figure on the left is the initial model of the
disk before the crack patterns were formed. On the right side, the first row,
the middle row, and the last row are the crack patterns that were generated
using the PMB, LPS, and VES models respectively.
5 Method and Results
This study used supervised machine learning with convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) to classify the crack patterns in cases according to PMB, LPS,
and VES models and 2-D regression problem with the Neural Processes (NPs).
We have applied the deep machine learning method to make MD simulation us-
ing peridynamics more efficient, and we also have investigated how accurately
the peridynamic model can be predicted through the deep machine learning
method. In this section, we study how to define the data set to perform super-
vised machine learning, how to label the train, validation, test data sets, and
how to set up the structures in the CNNs and the NPs. Finally, after train-
ing, validation, and testing, the loss function is calculated to determine how
well the training and validation tests are performed. We will proceed with case
studies through the success rate and the result of how accurately we predicted.
5.1 The preparation of the data for the classification
For the classification problem, Matconvnet [19], a MATLAB toolbox was used.
First, the crack patterns were stored as the dump files through the MD sim-
ulation based on the peridynamic theory. These dump files were converted to
the 64 × 64 Numpy array and saved as the data. There are three types of
data: training data set, validation data set, and testing data set. The total
number of dump files is 10800, and 12 modes of data were obtained by chang-
ing the four parameters mentioned in section 4. The 12 modes are represented
in table 1. We also randomly shuffled all data to reduce the imbalance of the
data and also correctly divided the number of data according to each mode
and assigned them to do training, validation, and test data set. Also, 30% of
the training data was designated as a validation data set to observe the over-
fitting and evaluate the training. Through these processes, we have used 6300
training data sets, 2700 validation data sets, and 1800 test data sets. In neu-
ral processes, PyTorch [20], a deep learning implementation library, was used
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Table 1 12 modes of the input image data for classification.
Mode 4variables
Radius of indenter (r) = 0.007, 0.008m
Velocity of indenter (v) = 100, 100.1m/s
Hitting location of disk (x, y)
Moving direction of the disk (x, y, z)
Mode1 r=0.007m, v=100m/s, Moving direction (x)
Mode2 r=0.007m, v=100.1m/s, Moving direction (x)
Mode3 r=0.007m, v=100m/s, Moving direction (y)
Mode4 r=0.007m, v=100.1m/s, Moving direction (y)
Mode5 r=0.007m, v=100m/s, Moving direction (z)
Mode6 r=0.007m, v=100.1m/s, Moving direction (z)
Mode7 r=0.008m, v=100m/s, Moving direction (x)
Mode8 r=0.008m, v=100.1m/s, Moving direction (x)
Mode9 r=0.008m, v=100m/s, Moving direction (y)
Mode10 r=0.008m, v=100.1m/s, Moving direction (y)
Mode11 r=0.008m, v=100m/s, Moving direction (z)
Mode12 r=0.008m, v=100.1m/s, Moving direction (z)
for the training and the testing, and the crack dataset was made the same as
the MNIST [21] data format. Through the MD simulation using peridynamic
theory, 10800 dump files were obtained as output. These are converted to the
Numpy array and converted to 28 × 28 png image files. Finally, the training
data set, the training label, the test data set, and the test label are stored
separately and then converted into the ubyte.gz file to obtain the data and
the label similar to MNIST dataset. Through these processes, 9000 training
data, 9000 training labels, 1080 test data, and 1080 test labels are obtained.
5.2 The composition of data sets for the CNNs and the Neural Processes
For the convolutional neural networks, the training data set and the test data
set were made into a .mat file to apply the data for Matconvnet. The .mat
file consists of ‘images’ and ‘meta’ format. First of all, the ‘images’ part has
a structure of ‘labels’, ‘set’, and ‘data’. The ‘labels are used to configure the
labels for randomly mixed data. In ‘labels’, our dataset is labeled randomly
from 1 to 12 to classify as the 12 modes. ‘Set’ specifies the training data set,
test data set, and validation data set. For example, 1, 2, and 3 can be referred
to as training data, test data, and validation data, respectively. The ‘data’
stores the images of the crack patterns with Numpy array in the form of a 4-D
single. For instance, if the size of 4-D single is 64 × 64 × 1 × 10800, there
are 10800 grey images with 64 × 64 pixels. The ‘meta’ structure contains ‘set’
and ‘classes’. The ‘set’ is related to ‘set’ in ‘images’, where 1 is training data,
2 is test data, and 3 is validation data, respectively. Finally, the ‘classes’ are
specified from 1 to 12 and related to the modes of the data we want to classify.
Also, our dataset was made similar to the MNIST data type to apply the neural
processes. All data were compressed in ubyte.gz in the form of training sets,
training labels, test sets, and test labels, respectively. Likewise, the data were
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Fig. 4 Architecture of CNNs for classification of modes.
randomly mixed before storing the data and labels. Since the validation data
set does not set up yet, it is possible to specify the validation data set to use
a portion of the entire training set. The labels exist from 1 to 12, which are
the same as the number of the classification. The data set was arranged to be
easy to see at a glance by attaching the side of each image by side with 28
× 28 pixels to seem like the MNIST data type. All of these data types are
ndarrays, an N-dimensional array.
5.3 Convolutional neural networks for classification
Deep learning has become a powerful tool for machine learning, and it is
possible to perform various cognition and inference by appropriately utilizing
the human knowledge existing in annotated data. CNNs are widely used to
solve many computer vision problems such as image classification and object
recognition etc. [22,23,24]. These neural networks are composed of several
layers of neurons between the input and output, which can be shared with
neurons in other layers, making it very easy to communicate information.
Each connection unit acts as a linear or nonlinear operator defined by the set
of parameters. We used the Alexnet [25] structure to classify the modes of
the crack patterns. There are two processes for classifying properly annotated
data. The first is the feature extraction step. This step takes a gray 2D image of
a × a pixels as an input. This input image forms a 1 × c feature vector through
each layer of neurons. The second is the feature classification. This process is
the process of classifying the feature vector into the desired 12 modes. Through
these two processes, images can be classified. Let’s take a look at this process
in more detail. First, the process of the feature extraction step requires three
layers. The first is the convolutional layer. The convolutional layer receives the
input image of W1 × H1 × D1 and produces an output image of size W2 × H2
× D2. Four hyperparameters are required in this process. Hyperparameters
consist of the horizontal and vertical spatial size (F), stride (S), zero-padding
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(P), and the number of the filter (K). The input image forms an output image
by the relation of four hyperparameters, and the relation equations are as
follows.
W2 = (W1F + 2P )/S + 1 (19)
H2 = (H1F + 2P )/S + 1 (20)
D2 = K (21)
The volume of the output image is determined through these relations. Let’s
describe our calculations through Fig. 4. When an input image of 64 × 64 ×
1 passes through the convolutional layer using the above-mentioned relation
equations with hyperparameters of 11 × 11 filter size and 100 filters, stride
(1) and zero padding (0), output images of the 18 × 18 × 100 are obtained.
The second layer is the Max pooling layer [25]. This layer receives the input
image passed through the convolutional layer and downsamples it. Therefore,
it reduces the computational load and memory usage and makes calculations
faster. We set the Max pooling to 3 in this study. Thus, applying the Max
pooling layer to an image of 18 × 18 × 100 obtained through the convolutional
layer, input images are converted to 6 × 6 × 100. Finally, it is the ReLU layer
[27], which is an activation function that is applied to the neuron at each pixel
location. Also, by changing all values less than 0 to 0, the computation speed
is significantly increased. The ReLU activation function is defined as follows:
ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (22)
where x is the intensity of a pixel. It controls how much information is passed
through the network. So far, we have looked at the process of feature extrac-
tion. Finally, when we look at feature classification, the output image of 6 ×
6 × 100 obtained through the three layers mentioned above was arranged in
the form of 1 × 3600 vectors through the flattening process. The reason is
that our ultimate goal is to classify into 12 modes. Thus, a flattened 1 × 3600
vectors is classified as 1 × 12 through the SoftMax layer [28]. SoftMax layer is
often utilized in the final layer of a neural network-based classifier. It takes a
vector of arbitrary real-valued scores (in z) and reduces it to a vector of values
between 0 and 1. This process is as follows:
z[L] = w[L]a[L−1] + b[L] (23)
To compute z, we need SoftMax activation function
t = expz
[L]
(24)
t, z[L] = (12,1) dimensional vector related to the classification for 12 modes.
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Fig. 5 The objective plots for PMB, LPS and VES model.
a[L] =
expz
[L]
12∑
i=1
ti
(25)
Output(a) is going to be the vector t but normalized to sum to 1.
5.4 Results of training and testing using CNNs with success rates
In this section, we examined the results of training, validation, testing, and
success rates in classifying modes using specified data and CNNs. As men-
tioned earlier, in the 9000-training dataset, 30% of training data were used
for the validation dataset in the training process. Fig. 5 shows the training
and validation results according to the PMB, LPS, and VES models. During
the training, hyperparameters were set such as the learning rate was 0.001,
the batch size was 50, and the number of the epoch was 100. As we can see
in Fig. 5, we observed the objective value and judged whether the training
was proper or not. The blue line represents a training error, and the orange
line indicates a validation error. The objective value is the same as the error
graph, and there is some error when the training is first started. However,
as the epoch increases, it gradually converges to zero. It is also possible to
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Table 2 CNNs prediction results compared to the test image data.
The PMB test image number : Label(Mode) CNNs prediction results (Mode)
Test image 1 : 4 (Mode) 4 (Mode)
Test image 2 : 11 (Mode) 11 (Mode)
Test image 3 : 5 (Mode) 5 (Mode)
Test image 4 : 3 (Mode) 3 (Mode)
Test image 5 : 7 (Mode) 7 (Mode)
Test image 6 : 2 (Mode) 2 (Mode)
Test image 7 : 4 (Mode) 4 (Mode)
Test image 8 : 8 (Mode) 8 (Mode)
Test image 9 : 1 (Mode) 1 (Mode)
Test image 10 : 2 (Mode) 2 (Mode)
The LPS test image number : Label(Mode) CNNs prediction results (Mode)
Test image 1 : 10 (Mode) 10 (Mode)
Test image 2 : 7 (Mode) 7 (Mode)
Test image 3 : 3 (Mode) 3 (Mode)
Test image 4 : 5 (Mode) 5 (Mode)
Test image 5 : 2 (Mode) 2 (Mode)
Test image 6 : 6 (Mode) 6 (Mode)
Test image 7 : 1 (Mode) 1 (Mode)
Test image 8 : 12 (Mode) 12 (Mode)
Test image 9 : 4 (Mode) 4 (Mode)
Test image 10 : 5 (Mode) 5 (Mode)
The VES test image number : Label(Mode) CNNs prediction results (Mode)
Test image 1 : 5 (Mode) 5 (Mode)
Test image 2 : 8 (Mode) 8 (Mode)
Test image 3 : 3 (Mode) 3 (Mode)
Test image 4 : 10 (Mode) 10 (Mode)
Test image 5 : 9 (Mode) 9 (Mode)
Test image 6 : 7 (Mode) 7 (Mode)
Test image 7 : 5 (Mode) 5 (Mode)
Test image 8 : 3 (Mode) 3 (Mode)
Test image 9 : 2 (Mode) 2 (Mode)
Test image 10 : 11 (Mode) 11 (Mode)
judge the overfitting of the training through Fig. 5. If there is overfitting in
the training process, the validation line may not converge to 0, or the value
may drop, and it may converge to a particular value. In this case, we can make
the model simpler, or reduce the overfitting by regularization. In this study,
as shown in Fig. 5, training and validation errors converge to zero precisely
without overfitting or underfitting. So far, we have studied the training and
validation process. Finally, we tested the 1200 images based on the training
data and judged how accurately we predicted the modes and classified the test
image through the success rates.
Table. 2 represents the classification results according to the models using the
training data. The test image number and Label (Mode) indicate the image
data we tested, and the labels associated with it. CNNs prediction results
(Mode), on the other hand, show what the test images predict. In the results,
the prediction of the test results according to the model was successful. We
obtained the success rate, and the relation equation is as follows:
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the NPs’ prediction and the true solution for the crack pattern
problem. The prediction and solution on the top have been obtained from the test data set
and have not been considered by the NPs during the training procedure. The prediction and
the true solution are represented on the top, and the bottom figures show the variance at
different epoch numbers.
number of the correct test images
the total number of the test images
× 100% (26)
The prediction results of the classification modes using the training data
showed the success rates between 99.6% and 99.8%.
5.5 The 2-D regression problem results using Neural Processes
So far, we have classified the crack patterns according to the modes by CNNs.
In this section, we try to predict the crack patterns by solving the 2-D regres-
sion problem using NPs. As mentioned earlier, the data used 9000 training data
and 1800 test data. The structure of the data is similar to that of MNIST,
and the size of each image is 28 × 28 pixels. The NPs were used to solve the
2-D regression problem, and the experiment set up of the NPs was as follows.
In hyperparameters, the input batch size for training was set to 128, and the
number of the epoch was set to 3000. Also, the dimension of representation (r)
was 128 to obtain each representation through the NNs from context points.
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Fig. 7 2-D regression problem results for crack patterns with 10, 100, 300, 784 contexts
points at epoch number = 3, 000. 1) The first image represents the prediction results with
10 context points. 2) The second image represents the prediction results with 100 context
points. 3) The third image represents the prediction results with 300 context points. 4) The
last image represents the prediction results with 784 context points.
This is associated with the linear layers of NNs which yield the 128 represen-
tations through three linear layers (3 × 400, 400 × 400 and 400 × 128). In
NNs, we used the ReLU layer as an activation function and added efficiency to
the training. Representation obtained through NNs is used to parametrize the
distribution of z, which is related to the Eq. (17), and through this process,
the dimension of the global latent variable (z) is also 128.
Using the obtained z and target points, we predicted the crack patterns
through the g of the linear layers. The linear layers of the g are composed of
130 × 400, 400 × 400, 400 × 400, 400 × 1. As a result, crack patterns can be
predicted. Finally, the loss function is binary cross-entropy, and the relation
equation is as follows:
HP (q) = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
yi · log(p) + (1− yi) · log(1− p) (27)
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For instance, considering the modes, we assume that there are modes 1 and
2. y represents the label for mode 1, and p is the predicted probability of the
point being mode 1 for all N points. This represents that for each mode 1 point,
it adds log(p) to the loss, that is, the log probability of it being mode 1. On
the contrary, it adds log(1-p), that is, the log probability of it being mode 2,
for each mode 1 point. Finally, the model was trained using standard ADAM
optimization algorithms and backpropagation implemented in PyTorch. The
learning speed of the ADAM optimization was set to 0.001.
In this study, the network predictions were evaluated using the above net-
work settings, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The network prediction
and true solution can be found at the top of the line and can be seen to be
quite similar when comparing the results. In the next line, we represented the
results of the variance obtained from the neural processes as increasing the
epoch numbers. As a result of the variance in Fig. 6, the variance value was
significantly lowered when the process of the prediction proceeded from epoch
1 to reach the epoch 800, and the range was from 0 to 0.035. We can see
from the results that the prediction value becomes similar to the true solution
value because the variance value becomes smaller according to the result as
increasing the epoch iterations and parameter tuning. The variance can be
used as an indicator to show how good the networks prediction is. Also, the
location with the most massive variance is the location where we should take
additional samples. We can use it for experimental design to get additional op-
timal sample locations. Using the structure of the generated neural processes,
the predicted results obtained from one of our models, the LPS model, through
the training and testing, are shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows the results of
the prediction of the test data. In the training process, we set the context
points to 10, 100, 300, and 784 and represent the test results accordingly in
3000 epochs. The first figure shows the result of the 3000 epochs according
to the context points 10. As you can see from the first figure, the test images
are not predicted well since the information of the test images is not enough
to predict the data in the training process because of setting the 10 context
points. The second figure shows the results of anticipating the test images with
the 100 context points. In this process, the crack pattern is blurred, but the
crack pattern can be predicted gradually. Finally, the last image illustrates
the results of anticipating the test images after finishing the final training at
epoch 3000 with 784 context points. As we can be seen from this result, we
accurately predicted the crack patterns and even more surprising is that also
if the context points are 100 and 300 the crack patterns are predicted precisely
as well as the results with the context points of 784. Through this process, if
NPs are used, even if there is not enough information, it is enough to predict
the model.
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6 Conclusion
We used the peridynamics to obtain the crack patterns changing the four
variables: the velocity of the indenter, the radius of the indenter, the hitting
location of the disk, and the moving direction of the disk. Peridynamics can
compensate for the disadvantages of FEM and generate more accurate crack
patterns. In addition, various models (PMB, LPS, VES) could be comple-
mented by using case studies with convolutional neural networks using peri-
dynamics. First, the modes of the crack pattern were classified, and the case
study of models was conducted with convolutional neural networks. In this
process, data obtained through the peridynamics have labeled the data ac-
cording to each mode and did the supervised learning. By evenly distributing
the data, the problem of the imbalanced data was reduced. A training data
set of 30% was designated as a validation data set to solve the most problem-
atic overfitting in the training process. Overfitting was observed during the
training and training was optimized by tuning hyperparameters to reduce the
overfitting. As a result, 99.6% ∼ 99.8% success rate was obtained, and the
modes could be classified accurately.
Finally, neural processes were used to solve the 2-D regression problem.
These neural processes were optimized to address the regression problem by
combining the advantages of neural networks and Gaussian processes. In this
process, the data obtained through the peridynamics were made similar to
the MNIST data and were classified into training data set and test data set
for training. We also set the context points to 10, 100, 300, and 784 so that
we could see the results of the test images. As a result, if the epoch is low,
the prediction is not good enough regardless of context points. However, as
the number of epochs increases, the result of the speculation is right. In the
final epoch 3000, even for the case of 100 context points, the prediction is
sufficiently good as in the case of 784 context points. In other words, using
neural processes, the forecast is possible using data with less information.
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